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Abstract 
Free-hand gesture recognition technologies allow touchless interaction with a range of applications. 
However, touchless interaction concepts usually only provide primary, visual feedback on a screen. 
The lack of secondary tactile feedback, such as that of pressing a key or clicking a mouse, in interaction 
with free-hand gestures is one reason that such techniques have not been adopted as a standard means 
of input. This work explores the use of auditory display to improve free-hand gestures. Gestures using a 
Leap motion controller were augmented with auditory icons and continuous, model-based sonification. 
Three concepts were generated and evaluated using a sphere-selection task and a video frame selection 
task. The user experience of the participants was evaluated using NASA TLX and QUESI 
questionnaires. Results show that the combination of auditory and visual display outperform both 
purely auditory and purely visual displays in terms of subjective workload and performance measures. 

1 Introduction 
The increasing number and complexity of novel technologies demands new and innovative 
interfaces. Free-hand gestures allow natural and intuitive interaction that, in contrast to 
common devices such as mice or keyboards, permit additional degrees of freedom using the 
human hand, including wrist rotation and orientation and position and orientation of the 
fingers to each other. Free-hand gestures are by no means a new approach – however, they 
have only recently become practical for end users through new developments such as the 
Leap Motion controller. Stern et al. (2011) note that interest and research in free-hand 
gestures is especially prominent in the fields of medical systems and assistance, 
entertainment, crisis management, and human-robot interaction.  

Even though free-hand gestures are promising, there are challenges facing its application as a 
standard tool for human-computer interaction. In addition to the fact that gesture recognition 
is a challenge, even with modern systems, free-hand interaction is often not preferred by 
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users (Burno, 2015). The reasons are manifold: free-hand gestures are often unfamiliar; due 
to a lack of standards, users must learn new gestures (Stern et al., 2006). Users are frustrated 
by the lack of tactile feedback, which is found in almost all conventional forms of input, 
including mice, keyboards, joysticks, and controllers (Lee, 2015). Tactile interaction with the 
aforementioned devices provides instantaneous feedback during operation. In addition, most 
tactile feedback methods also provide audible sounds when moved or pressed. This problem 
has been noted in the use of touchscreens; attempts have been made to supplement such 
screen with tactile (Hoggan et al., 2008) and auditory (Altinsoy et al., 2009) feedback to 
reduce error rates and improve satisfaction. 

In this work, the problem of absent secondary feedback for free-hand gestures is tackled by 
using auditory display. Three concepts were developed and compared: 1) auditory display 
with bare-bones visual feedback, 2) solely visual feedback, and 3) combined audiovisual 
feedback. The evaluation should help determine whether auditory feedback leads to greater 
speed and accuracy during free-hand gesture interaction, but also whether this leads to 
improved user experience and acceptance. 

Previous investigations into the augmentation of free-hand gestures with feedback primarily 
focus on visual feedback, tactile feedback, and auditory feedback. Studies that deal with the 
design of free-hand gestures usually show the user the current gesture mode (Hettig et al., 
2015), a 3D model (Petry and Huber, 2015) or a live video of the hand (Wachs et al., 2008) 
so that the user can see the hands and assess whether the gesture was correctly given or 
recognized by the system. Approaches that use tactile feedback often make use of gloves or 
similar coverings (Sharma et al. 2014), ultrasound (Carter et al., 2013), or similar 
technologies to aid interaction. 

Lee et al. (2015) developed a radial menu to be used with a Leap Motion controller. 
Participants interacted with the menu to select a menu element by pointing a finger. Various 
auditory feedback concepts were developed and evaluated with respects to accuracy and 
speed of task completion. The study used visual feedback as the fundamental modality to 
which the various auditory feedback methods were added. One auditory feedback method 
triggered when the user pointed to a menu element; another triggered shortly before the 
element was selected. Especially interesting was a method that employed depth: the selection 
of a menu element was aided by a continuous tone to relay how far the finger was from the 
element to be selected. This concept led to higher accuracy and speed compared to other 
auditory feedback methods.  

The majority of research into the interplay between auditory displays and user interfaces, 
however, focus on interaction concept without visual feedback, so-called ‘auditory user 
interfaces.’ The general aim of these attempts is to support users whose visual perception is 
already occupied (for instance, when driving a car), or whose vision is impaired.  Zhao et al. 
(2007) present an MP3 player that can be operated solely with a touchpad and auditory cues. 
The auditory display gives sound feedback by playing back names of menu items when the 
user moves over them with a finger. Brewster et al. (2003) undertook a study to improve 
interaction with wearable devices by developing auditory display concepts for both 2D and 
3D interaction; both were shown to positively influence user interaction. Sodnik et al. (2008) 
employed auditory user interfaces as a replacement for common communications devices. 
Performance of their interface for selecting menu items reached that of interaction using an 
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LCD screen while significantly improving safety while operating during car driving. 
Kajastilan and Lokki (2012) found that, although interaction with auditory menus was 
measured to be slower than with a touchscreen, it was perceived by participants to be faster.  

2 Method 
To determine whether interaction using free-hand gestures can be improved using auditory 
feedback, three interaction concepts were developed for evaluation using two different 
evaluation tasks. For gesture recognition, the Leap Motion controller was used in 
combination with the Unity game development platform to produce a flexible framework for 
gesture development. To generate real-time sound synthesis, the PureData software 
environment and a pair of Logitech Z120 multimedia stereo loudspeakers were employed.  

2.1 Hand Gesture Recognition Framework 
Currently, two systems dominate the market for providing relatively simple free-hand 
gesture recognition: the Leap Motion controller and the Microsoft Kinect. The Leap Motion 
controller was chosen thanks to its ability to record up to 300 images per second and up to 
0.2 mm accuracy in detecting hand and fingers. The Kinect, in contrast, was found to be 
unsuitable due to lower resolution and accuracy (Khoshelham and Elberink, 2012). In 
addition to the accuracy, the Leap Motion controller offers a mature and robust high-level 
API for the Unity development platform.  

Because the Leap Motion controller uses infrared and can only detect the hand from one 
side, it is prone to occlusion. In addition, the tracking area of the Leap is limited to 25 to 600 
mm from the sensor. In pilot studies performed in preparation for this evaluation, a 
correlation between hand size and accuracy was found. The controller exhibited noticeably 
lower accuracy when used by participants with smaller hands. The controller is also 
susceptible to interference from infrared radiation, which limits its tracking quality, for 
example, under sunlight or halogen lamps, necessitating a testing environment free from 
direct sunlight or such lamps. 

The ‘capsule hand’ included in the Leap Motion framework was used to represent the hand 
in Unity. This model consists of white cylinders and colored spheres at joints.  

2.2 Auditory Display Framework  
PureData (Puckette, 1996) is a visual programming environment that allows real-time sound 
to be produced. To produce auditory feedback, so-called ‘patches’ are fed with signals or 
data to control synthesizer elements such as oscillators, filters, or noise sources so that the 
changes in underlying sent data can be transformed into changes in sound and thus be heard 
by the user. The Open Sound Control protocol (Wright et al., 2003) was used in a client-
server scenario to send data from the hand gesture recognition environment to the PureData 
synthesizer in real-time.  
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2.3 Interaction Concepts 
To investigate the effect of auditory feedback on free-hand gesture interaction, three 
concepts were developed for two tasks. In Concept A, visual feedback was kept to a 
minimum: all gestures were supported primarily by auditory feedback. The participant sees 
only the position of the hand as a sphere. In Concept B, the participant receives enriched 
visual feedback concerning the completion of gestures and of the task. The hand is 
represented as a complete cylinder-and-sphere model. In Concept C, visual and auditory 
feedback methods are combined. The following hypotheses were derived for these concepts. 
Concept A (auditory feedback) should perform the weakest of the three in both subjective as 
well as performance measures, because no complete hand is visible during task completion. 
Concept B (visual feedback) should perform better than Concept A in both subjective and 
performance measures, because the hand is visible and errors can be quickly corrected. 
Concept C should outperform both other concepts, because then hand is visible, and auditory 
feedback compensates for the loss of tactile feedback. 

2.4 Study Tasks 
For Task 1, participants completed an experiment based on ISO 9241-420, for which 8 
spheres embedded in a 3D space are oriented in a circle and the participant must select a 
given sphere. The sphere to be selected was colored orange, and the previously selected 
spheres were colored green, see Figure 1. 

a)  b)  

Figure 1: Experimental task 1. A: The participant has just selected a sphere (green). The next sphere to be selected 
appears in orange. B: Spheres are colored blue when the hand enters, and red when incorrectly selected. The green 

bar represents time remaining. 

To select a sphere, participants were asked to reach into the 3D space with an outstretched 
hand and close their hand. If so, the sphere was colored blue. If the participant entered with 
the hand not outstretched, this was considered an error, in which case sphere was colored red 
and the participant was required to repeat the selection. Participants were asked to select as 
many spheres as possible with both hands within 30 seconds. The remaining amount of time 
was represented as a green bar on the left side of the screen.  

Three feedback concepts were developed for Task 1: 
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Concept A: The participants see no representation of their hands as a 3D model, but rather 
as a sphere which represents their position. For audio feedback, three auditory icons were 
produced: a click sound when entering a sphere, an inharmonic error earcon when entering 
an incorrect sphere, and a harmonic earcon when selecting the correct sphere. 
 
Concept B: The participants see a representation of the hands as 3D models. Spheres are 
colored blue when correctly selected and red when incorrectly selected. 
 
Concept C: The participants receive both auditory and visual feedback from Concepts A and 
B, including 3D hand representation and all 3 auditory icons. 
 
For Task 2, participants completed a more complicated assignment in which a defined image 
must be selected from a video. This image was shown with a red border, which should be 
enlarged and shifted until it fit a green border also superimposed on the image. In addition, a 
horizontal, transparent bar was displayed as a timeline to show current and desired image 
positions. 

Scroll Gesture: To navigate through the video, the hand should be rotated 90º to the screen 
directly over the Leap controller. Swiping to the right advances to the next frame in the 
video, while swiping left advances to the previous frame. The speed of frame change 
depends on the angle of the hand towards the left or right. 

Shift Gesture: To shift the image, the palm of the hand should be parallel to the monitor, 
help open. As soon as this gesture is recognized, the frame begins to move relative to the 
position of the hang. 

Zoom Gesture: To enlarge or reduce the image, the same hand position is used as in the 
shift gesture, although the hand is to be in a closed fist position. Thus, the participant can 
‘grab’ the image and pull out from or push into the monitor. 

For each feedback concept, two test runs were completed, each with a different video. As 
soon as the software recognized the participants’ hands, a timer counted down from 5 to 0. 
After 0, the task was to be completed as quickly as possibly.  

For Task 2, three feedback concepts were developed: 

Concept A: The hand is, again, visualized as a sphere. The complexity of the task demanded 
a more complex auditory display. To acknowledge gesture recognition, a harmonic, 5-note 
ascending earcon is played back in PureData. To represent the end of a recognized gesture, 
the same earcon is played in descending order, from the highest to the lowest note. The 
frame scrolling gesture is implemented as a ‘pulse train’ for which a series of clicks are 
played back corresponding to each frame change. These are played back in reverse when 
scrolling backwards through the video. The auditory display for the shift gesture uses model-
based sonification to support the participant in recognizing when images are shifted. A series 
of filtered noise generators gives the auditory effect of rubbing or moving a hard object over 
a sandy surface. The speed of gesture motion is mapped both to the variation in the speed of 
noise generator amplitude modulation as well as the cut-off frequency of a series of low-pass 
filters, so that faster gesture motions correspond to hearing faster rubbing or motion in the 
model-based sonification. For the zoom gesture, model-based sonification is used again to 
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support the participant in hearing whether the image is being enlarged or reduced. Here, an 
approximation of a Shepard (1064) tone is used, which gives the illusion of a never-ending 
increase or decrease in tone pitch. Enlargement is supported by increasing pitch, and 
reduction by decreasing pitch. 

Concept B: The hand is shown as a 3D representation. The hand is colored blue for 
scrolling; red for shifting, and yellow for zooming (see Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2: Concept B (visual feedback) for Task 2. Left is the scroll gesture,  

middle the shift gesture, and right the zoom gesture. 

 

Concept C: In this feedback concept, the preceding two feedback concepts are combined. 
Thus the participant receives auditory feedback as well as a 3D model of the hands which are 
colored according to the current gesture. 

 

2.5 Evaluation 
The participants were asked whether they were colorblind or had a hearing impairment. 
Afterwards, their left hand was photographed for measuring its size. Participants were seated 
on an adjustable-height chair. For training, a test scene was produced with which participants 
could see their hand visualized as a 3D model. They received information concerning the 
operation of the Leap controller, how to avoid hand occlusion and how to stay within the 
tracking area of the controller. The participants were instructed using a series of slides on 
how to complete the two tasks and given time (ca. 10 minutes) to familiarize themselves with 
each feedback concept. Participants were given the opportunity to adjust volume levels to 
their satisfaction.  

For each task, the sequence of feedback concepts A, B, and C were permutated for each 
participant to reduce training effects. After one feedback concept was completed, lasting 2 to 
3 minutes, for each task, the participants were asked to complete both the NASA-TLX (Hart, 
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2006) and QUESI (Wegerich et al., 2012) questionnaires. Accuracy and performance data 
were gathered using the developed program. As soon as the sixth and last task was 
completed and the questionnaires completed, each participant was asked three questions 
regarding the auditory displays and acceptance.  

 

3 Results 
 

In total, 14 participants (10 M, 4 F, 20-29 yr.) completed the evaluation, none colorblind or 
with hearing impairment.   

User experience was evaluated with two questionnaires, NASA Raw TLX for subjective 
workload (Hart, 2005) and QUESI for participant satisfaction (Wegerich, 2008) repeated 
after each of the 6 tests. For Task 1, average TLX workload scores were 34.18 for Concept A 
(auditory display), 35.85 for Concept B (visual display), and 28.33 for Concept C (combined 
feedback) on a scale of 0 to 100 where 0 is low workload and 100 is high workload. For Task 
2, scores were 39.60 (A), 45.42 (B), and 39.58 (C). For the QUESI questionnaire, average 
Task 1 scores were 3.96 (A), 3.50 (B), and 3.75 (C), and for Task 2, 3.31 (A), 3.44 (B), and 
3.75 (C), where higher scores indicate increased satisfaction on a scale of 1 to 5. Agreement 
to the statement, “The sound bothered me” was 1.64, on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 indicated 
“completely disagree” and 5 “completely agree.” For the statement “The sound helped me” 
agreement was 4.36. 

Performance measures for Task 1 included number of spheres correctly selected, incorrectly 
selected spheres, and average time between selection. Of interest, the number of incorrectly 
selected spheres (error) averaged 1.00 (A), 1.34 (B), and 1.00 (C), and average times 
between selection were 1.59 s (A), 1.51 s (B), and 1.26 s (C). For Task 2, completion time 
was measured, resulting in average total task completion times of 48.4 s (A), 49.6 s (B), and 
31.6 s (C).  

Unfortunately, due to the small number of participants, typical levels of significance could 
not be reached, except for the comparison of Task 2 completion time of Concept C with 
those of Concepts A and B (p = 0.042) and the Task 2 error rate comparison of Concept C 
with Concepts A and B (p = 0.034).  

4 Discussion 
 

This work presents an investigation into the combination of auditory and visual feedback 
methods for two tasks: a standardized sphere-selection task and a video frame selection, 
enlargement, and shifting task. A user study was completed with 14 participants. Results 
suggest that the combination of auditory and visual feedback provide lower subjective 
workload, lower task completion time, and fewer errors than either solely auditory or solely 
visual feedback.  

Free-hand gestures are not yet a standard input method for human-computer interaction. The 
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number of degrees of freedom of the human hand and the lack of standards for gesture-based 
interaction methods provide substantial hindrances to its use. Designing auditory display is 
also not trivial; both psychoacoustic properties of human hearing as well as aesthetic 
concerns are burdens that prohibit a general implementation of complex auditory display as a 
standard means of feedback. Thanks to technological breakthroughs such as the Leap Motion 
controller as well as real-time sound synthesis software, the combination of both fields of 
research has become more approachable. However, investigations into the combination of 
novel gesture recognition accompanied by auditory display is sparse, but could increase in 
coming years through intensified focus in the field of augmented and virtual reality. 
Especially in medical contexts, where sterile interaction is paramount, research into gesture 
interaction is especially prudent.  

Even though comparisons between concepts for many of the measures could not reach a 
typical level significance, free-hand gestures supported by auditory display appears to be a 
promising combination. Because of the lack of secondary tactile feedback in free-hand 
interaction, auditory display is essential in knowing when gestures are recognized and 
whether the recognized gesture is correct. Future work should especially focus on model-
based auditory display in which the user receives continuous feedback for free-hand gestures. 
In this way, a user could ‘play’ the gestures similar to playing an instrument, thereby 
providing a finer degree of control compared to simple warning and alarm sounds that trigger 
when a certain action has been executed. This type of feedback was shown in Lee et al. (Lee 
et al., 2015) to have the highest performance, and in this work showed significant 
improvements in task performance time for Task 2.  

 

5 Conclusion 
This work describes three concept for feedback for free-hand gesture interaction with a Leap 
Motion controller. Auditory, visual, and combined audiovisual feedback methods were 
developed to support the user in evaluating two separate screen-based tasks. Although in 
some cases a typical level of significance could not be reached, results show that combined 
audiovisual display outperforms and is preferable to purely auditory or purely visual 
displays. The results suggest that increased focus into the multimodal effects of auditory and 
visual feedback for hand gestures is warranted, especially due to the lack of secondary tactile 
feedback inherent in typical free-hand interaction. 
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